
 

  
 

Tutor Information 
 

DEVELOPMENT:  FIRST HALF OF YEAR 
 
FIRST WEEKS 
  
INTRODUCTION TO YEAR 
 
Brief description of the unique design of Reading Recovery Teacher Training 
• Emphasis on style of group learning: interaction, articulation and  evaluation 

• Spiral learning opportunities (Bruner) 

• Assessment sessions: Introduction of literacy processing 

• In-service sessions – observing and talking about teaching then 
discussing interpretations 

• Explanation of resources to be drawn on 

An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (4th ed.) 

Observation Survey Video and Guidenotes  

Copymasters for the Observation Survey  

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals (2nd ed.) 

Teacher Guidesheets, NRR. 

ASSESSMENT 

• The Observation Survey assessment tasks 

Understanding the importance of systematic observation of behaviour. Working from 
An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (4th ed.) using the Teacher 
guidesheets. 

• Literacy processing (reading and writing) 

Use the two observations of children making good progress to discuss, in-depth, all 
aspects of constructing an effective processing system in reading and writing. Having 
the teachers talk about the behaviours observed when taking Running Records and 
by collecting writing samples allows the group to discuss what might be going on in 
the child’s head relating all to the notion of a self-extending processing system. 
Include discussion around how the reading sounds. 

• Observation Survey Summary 

1. Summarising the Observation Survey results (side one) 

2. Describing behaviour in terms of processing (side two). 
 
Discuss the importance of drawing on this information to assist with ongoing observation 
of children’s behaviours and to inform instruction. 

Use the appropriate guidesheet at each session, Assessment Sessions 1-4 to assist 
teachers’ understanding.  
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IDENTIFICATION OF CHILDREN 
Every school needs to prepare an Identification for Reading Recovery sheet each year to 
include 1. all carryover Reading Recovery students, 2. children new to the school and 3. 
the lowest scoring children. (Schools with more than one teacher may need to go onto a 
second sheet).  Discuss Teacher guidesheet Identification of children. 

 
ROAMING AROUND THE KNOWN 
Emphasis is on the child learning about comprehending messages in reading, and 
constructing messages in writing, so working with reading text and writing text 
dominates. Teachers read books to children (gradually having them join in), and write 
the stories children make up for them (reading these back). Alternate these two activities 
throughout the time together to create an understanding of effective reading and writing. 

Continue to have the teachers talk about the behaviours observed and what might be 
going on in the child’s head. 

As well, the goal is to get fast, fluent recognition and production of everything that is 
known. (Note: this is where the term fluency applies.) 
Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) pp. 29-34. Exploring and discussing Teacher guidesheet 
Roaming around the known will assist. 

 
Teacher guidesheets 
• Assessment Sessions 1-4 (Record sheets from Copymasters) 

• Guide to the identification of children (and Record sheet) 

• Roaming around the known 

• Guidelines for recording teaching opportunities (and Record 
sheet). 

 
Resources 
• An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (4th ed.), 2019 

• An Observation Survey: The Video and Guidenotes 

• Powerpoint slides from Guidenotes 

• Copymasters 2019 
• Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals (2nd ed.), 2016 

• Audio: How does the reading sound? (NRR) 
 
 
By the end of the first weeks teachers will have 
• Begun interacting effectively as a group, talking to each other across the group (not 

to the Tutor), with all members participating by articulating their thoughts and 
engaging in evaluating each session 

• Practised assessment techniques and discussed in-depth, the literacy 
processing systems and strengths of children making good progress 

• Administered the Observation Survey and Burt Word Reading Test to children who 
will be entering Reading Recovery, collected samples of writing, applied the Rating 
Technique for early writing 
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• Written two practice Observation Survey Summary Sheets on children making 
good progress, for brief guidance (not for “marking”) 

• Identified children for entry to Reading Recovery 
• Written Observation Survey Summary Sheets for all the children 

• Read appropriate sections of An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement (4th 
ed.) and Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals (2nd ed.) 

• Been introduced to and started working in Roaming around the Known 

• Revised the Observation Survey summaries for all Reading Recovery 
children in response to guidance received 

• Been introduced to writing Predictions of progress. 
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FIRST INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Content 

 
Moving into instruction: shift the responsibility for learning to the child 
• A gradual move into instruction. “You are experienced teachers who know how to 

teach, so begin from there.” Keeping phrasing in fast and fluent reading strong. 

• Introducing lesson framework and lesson activities [re reading, writing and looking]. 

• Using daily lesson record sheets immediately following Roaming around the known. 
 
Teacher guidesheet 
• Moving into instruction 1: Lesson activities 

[Daily lesson record sheet]  
 
Introduction 
• Ensure there are many opportunities for the group to articulate, interact and 

evaluate throughout the session. Make sure they are taking over the initiating of 
conversations. 

• Review the format of the teacher training course and the design of inservice 
sessions. Have the group explain what they understand by interaction, articulation 
and evaluation. 

• Outline the future format of sessions with observation of two lessons. Discuss 
reasons for two lessons. 

Introduce session content related to observing. Refer to 
• The shape of the child’s series of Reading Recovery lessons; Literacy Lessons 

(2nd ed.) pp. 26-27 and 

• Moving into instruction: shift the responsibility for learning to the child, highlighting 
A typical tutoring session p. 35 (Explain that “Breaking words into parts” is not 
used except in very specific cases). 

 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson 
One teaching session 

A trained Reading Recovery teacher 

• Identifying the framework. 

• Introducing and explaining the lesson activities during a Reading Recovery lesson. 

• Working within what the child knows (strengths of child being taught noted on a 
card for the teacher to talk to). 

• Emphasising the role of familiar, easy reading, composing and writing a story 
(with teacher scribing as necessary) and use of evidence from Roaming around 
the known. 

• Explaining the activities of a lesson emphasising; text reading, text writing and 
learning to look at print. Stressing the tone; aim for positive, enjoyable, successful 
interactions. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
• Introduce the notion of teachers engaging in a brief discussion of the lesson with 

the teacher who taught for the group. 

• Start the discussion with the teacher who taught returning to what she/he thinks the 
child’s strengths are. The teacher asks the group whether there is support for this 
from their observations. 

• Provide an introduction to this aspect only, but begin to encourage discussion of the 
child’s fluency with the known, their repertoire and reasons for teacher decisions. 
Ensure the group are talking to and with each other, not to the Tutor. 

General [Working from the teachers’ strengths, encouraging group dialogue] 

Review 

Identification of children: getting underway: points arising 

Roaming around the known 

Audio recordings How does it sound? for discussion of phrasing in fast and fluent reading 

Introduce 

Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) having teachers read the back cover of the book 

Refer to pp. 9-16 and the bold print in the Contents 

Teacher guidesheet Moving into instruction 1: Lesson activities 

Recording on the daily lesson record sheet identifying the main areas to record a note 
about. 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
• Discussion around organisational issues related to effectively setting Reading 

Recovery up in a school 
• Organisation of teaching space 

• Boxes for books: materials: magnetic letters: felt pens: large blank books or paper, etc. 

• Arrangements to be made in schools for children to be taught at inservice sessions 

• Observation Survey summaries returned with discussion on general points arising. 
(This should not be detailed feedback. Nor are the survey’s “marked”. This is skilful 
early guidance to get teachers on the appropriate path.) 
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SECOND INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Content 

 
Moving into instruction: shift the responsibility for learning to the child 
• Learning to look more closely at child and teacher decisions. 

• Exploring in depth each of the lesson activities and discussing relevant teaching 
procedures. 

Introducing Predictions of progress.  
Teacher guidesheets 
• Moving into instruction 2: Teaching Procedures 

• Predictions of progress 
 
Introduction 
• Ensure there are many opportunities for the group to articulate, interact and 

evaluate throughout the session. The group should be talking to each other 
consistently with the Tutor “one of the group”. This is an essential aspect of 
teacher  training. 

• Revisit reason for two lessons at every inservice session: stress individual 
differences in children and importance of observing different teachers interacting 
and responding in varied ways. Discuss how it enables comparing and contrasting 
behaviours of children with varied strengths at different levels. (Outline format of 
session with two lessons). 

• Explanation of chapters 3, 4, and 5 about the teaching procedures in the Contents of 
Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) and how they relate to the lesson activities on p.35. 
(Clarify that breaking words into parts is carried out on text, in both reading and 
writing, and not as an isolated activity as indicated in the lesson format.) 

 
Introduce content to cover the aspects outlined below 
 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson 
• Two lessons using trained teachers, experienced or newly trained. (Note: 

Currently no suitable videos are available.) 

• Understanding more about how a lesson works, the reason for each of the lesson 
activities and the connection between them and introducing some teaching procedures. 

• Role of the book reading sections: 1) Familiar reading 2) New text: Introducing 
and teaching on the new book 3) Taking a record next  day. (It is not a Running 
Record book.) 

• Role of composing and writing messages (message page and work page) and 
assembling cut-up stories. 

• Consolidating and expanding a child's knowledge of words and letters 
(particularly when he/she is starting early). 

• Observing each child closely during lessons, thinking about teaching responses 
and recording very brief notes on the daily lesson record sheet. These are filled out 
fully after the lesson. 
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DISCUSSION 
Discussion with the teachers (see Inservice Session: Guide to Shaping). Refer to and 
use Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) where possible. 
 
Probing why the child responded the way he/she did. 
Exploring selecting from the teaching procedures to meet child’s needs. 

• Working from the teachers’ needs and encouraging dialogue. 
Relate to the lessons observed and to the group’s own teaching of children. 

 
Review 

Teacher guidesheet: Moving into instruction 1: Lesson activities 
 
Introduce 

The Teacher guidesheet: Moving into instruction 2: Teaching procedures 

Reading Books (pp. 111-113) 

Learning to compose and write messages (pp. 78-82) 

Expanding knowledge of print (pp. 59-61) 

Predictions of progress Using the Teacher guidesheet and Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) 
pp. 28-29. Talking about the notion of having a sense of direction. Starting from what the 
child can do and thinking about (predicting) the path towards building a strong processing 
system in reading and writing. 
(Revised Observation Survey Summaries for all children, with Predictions of progress 
attached brought to next session). 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 
• Discussing implementation/organisational issues. 

• Arrangements for school visit by Tutor to confirm that the implementation of this 
early literacy intervention is underway effectively. 

 
Organisation 

Plan for two teachers from the group to volunteer to bring children to the next 
session. Discuss obtaining parental/school permission and explain the 
arrangements for 1) the children to stay or 2) to be brought/collected by the school 
or a parent. (Ensure they have parent contact details with them.) 
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THIRD INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Content 

 
Value of teaching for each other: providing guidance with support from Literacy 
Lessons (2nd ed.) 

• Exploring processing changes. 

• Recording progress in reading and writing. 
 
Teacher guidesheet 
• Keeping records of progress 

 
Change over time in text level; Weekly record of known writing vocabulary; Noting the 
changes taking place in writing. 

 
Introduction 
• Ensure many opportunities for the group to articulate, interact and evaluate 

throughout the session. 

• Set up notion of the teachers who are teaching requesting help from colleagues. 
 
Content to cover 
 
TEACHING (New teachers) Observing and talking about a lesson 
Aim to get teachers talking about what they are seeing and thinking in relation to 

• What the child is doing - what he or she knows how to do 

• How the teacher is building on the child’s strengths and repertoire 

• Acknowledging the child’s contribution and how the teacher is responding - 
especially regarding the use of supportive comments 

• Thinking about how the group can communicate this information to the teachers  
who are teaching. 

 
Begin to attend to both the processing changes the child is making and the related 
teaching decisions. 

 
DISCUSSION 

Discussion lessons with the teachers (see Inservice Session: Guide to Shaping). 
Refer to and use Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) where possible. 

• Decisions the teacher made and why she/he did that, leading to reasons for 
decisions (i.e. fostering exploration). 

• Use of lesson activities: the gradual introduction of these should mean all are 
now in place. 

 
General [Working from the teachers’ strengths and encouraging dialogue] 
Relate to the lessons observed and to the teaching being undertaken by each person in 
the group of their own children. 
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Review 

• Teacher guidesheet: Moving into instruction 2: Teaching procedures 
 
Revisit 

• Starting with more competent children p.75; Pointing p.54; Alphabet book p.65; 
When to start taking words apart while reading p.146. 

 
Introduce 

Work through the teacher guidesheet: Keeping records of progress using references 

Discuss change over time in text levels - describe the principle of a gradient of difficulty. 
Explore options for where to keep records for easiest access 

Gather in completed Observation Survey summaries and Predictions of progress. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Discussing organisational issues. Ensure change is occurring. 
• Liaising with classroom teachers - a co-operative venture. Each child in Reading 

Recovery has two teachers and both contribute to the changes occurring. 
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FOURTH INSERVICE SESSION 
Content 
• Selecting from the teaching procedures 

exploring in more depth those concerned with reading, writing and looking - 
knowing how to choose appropriate action in relation to changes observed. 

• Introducing Hearing and recording sounds in words (teaching phonemic awareness). 
 
Teacher guidesheet 
• More about the teaching procedures (including Hearing and recording sounds in 

words). 
 
Introduction 
• Attending to articulation, interaction and evaluation (as previously). Set goals with 

the group for evaluation. 

• Introduce content to cover – identifying changes to observe procedures to explore 
during the lessons, as appropriate. 

 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson 
Continue to attend to both the processing changes the child is making and the related 
teaching decisions. 

• Helping teachers to observe and describe how the child is responding and the 
changes occurring particularly those fostering independence. 

• Teaching for change in processing. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion with the teachers (see Inservice Session: Guide to Shaping). Refer to and 
use Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) where possible 

• Working on the changes observed and the teachers’ ability to justify (give 
reasons for) their actions 

• Exploring aspects such as timing, pace, speed of responding as appropriate. 
 
General [Working from the teachers’ needs and encouraging dialogue] 
Relate to the lessons observed and to teaching of their own children by the group. 
Review 

The keeping of records of the children’s progress and value to teaching. 

Introduce 

• Teacher guidesheet More about the teaching procedures 

• Work carefully through the section on Hearing and recording sounds in words – 
Establishing the task and intermediate steps. Have the teachers start this activity in 
their lessons using counters for early intermediate steps. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Include discussion on an organisational issue. Ensure change is occurring
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FIFTH INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Emphasis 
Developing effective processing (strategic activity) 

This inservice session identifies the shift to having an Emphasis for each session 

Teacher guidesheet 
• Strategic activity/processing 

 
Introduction (Continue building effective interaction and articulation) 

• Begin discussing a shift from the lesson activities and the teaching procedures, to 
understanding more of the theoretical issues Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) pp.16-17, 
thinking about assisting the child to construct effective networks for linking up all the 
processing that will be needed to work on texts (pp.42-44). 

 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson 
• Exploring children's problem solving in reading and writing - their judgements 

and decisions - in terms of what might be happening in their head. 

• Introducing questions to ask re substitutions from Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) pp.127-
128 to assist in analysing reading behaviours and talk about processing 

• Identifying opportunities for using Hearing and recording sounds in words and 
other ways of solving words for writing. 

 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion with the teachers 
• Responding to the help requested by the two teachers. 

• Encouraging talk about what behaviour was observed and the processing it 
indicated and why teachers responded as they did. 

 
General 
Review 
• Guidesheet More about the teaching procedures in relation to the group’s teaching 

and their progress. Revisit lesson records. Continue with section on Hearing and 
recording sounds in words - thinking about change over time. 
 

Introduce 
• Guidesheet Strategic activity/processing 

Exploring the notion of building a self-extending system drawing on Literacy Lessons 

• Dialogue with teachers about their revised Observation Survey summaries, and 
first attempt at Predictions of Progress. (Previous session could be used but may 
be too crowded). 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Include discussion on an organisational issue. Ensure change is occurring. 
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SIXTH INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Emphasis 
Fostering accelerated learning 

 
Teacher guidesheet 
• Key understandings 

 
Introduction (continue as previously) 
• Design a way to have the group draw on the description of Acceleration in 

Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) pp. 19-21. 
 
TEACHING 
Continue observing and talking about a lesson 
Working from what the teachers’ requested help with, previous sessions and areas arising 
from visits and teachers’ understanding that require attention. 

• Looking for evidence of child taking over more of the learning process and 
working independently. 

• Exploring quality of teacher decisions to establish new responses. 

• Identifying examples of engaging in unnecessary activities. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion with the teachers  
Teachers who taught ask for responses to their requests for help from the group. 

• Guide the group to think about these areas in relation to the session emphasis. 
• Bringing forward understandings arising from the talk about the lesson and linking with 

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals (2nd ed.). 
 
General 
[In depth discussion of the Emphasis, and the important understandings from the last 
session, linking as closely as possible to the two lessons observed and the groups’ own 
teaching experiences] 

• Work through the guidesheet Key understandings eliciting the groups’ current 
knowledge in these areas. 

• Encourage in depth reading of Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) pp.19-25. 

• Discuss with the group ways of bringing the outcome of their own reading to the 
next (and subsequent) sessions. 

 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Include discussion on an organisational issue. Ensure change is occurring. 
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SEVENTH INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Emphasis 
Developing independence 

 
Teacher guidesheet 
• Discontinuing the lesson series 

 
Introduction 
• Explore how the child being independent is integral to the notion of processing 

(strategic activity) introduced previously, and essential when thinking about 
discontinuing the series of lessons. 

• “Independence… is encouraged from the very beginning of lessons in that the 
teacher never does anything for the child that he could do for himself … the child is 
expected to carry out whatever he can do independently and he knows this is 
expected of him” Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.) p.194. 

 
Refer to guidesheet Key understandings. 

 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson (as previously) 

• Continuing to strengthen understanding of processing while exploring the 
concept of “developing independence”. 

• Examining behaviour illustrating the child is initiating learning and where the 
teacher is fostering it. 

• Identifying opportunities for developing further independent activity. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Interaction with the teachers (as previously) 

• Sharing insights gained from lessons about the notion of independent activity 
linking to the list on p.187. 

 
General 
• In depth discussion of the Emphasis (as previously). 

• Examine the teacher guidesheet Discontinuing the lesson series in relation to 
group’s needs. (You may need to use this guidesheet with individual teachers 
earlier.) 

• Return to previous material read from Literacy Lessons (2nd ed.). 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Include discussion on an organisational issue. Ensure change is occurring. 
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EIGHTH INSERVICE SESSION 
 
Emphasis 
Teaching for change 

 
Teacher guidesheet 
• Reviewing progress: Change over time in teaching 

 
Introduction 
• Highlight the challenge of gaining deeper insights into what they are doing as 

teachers, increasing understanding of change over time in teaching. 

• Use the guidesheet Reviewing progress: Change over time in teaching, to identify 
some of the areas in which change has to occur. 

 
TEACHING 
Observing and talking about a lesson (as previously) 

• Exploring the notion of adjusting expectations and teaching interactions according 
to the progress of each learner.  Search for evidence. 

• Addressing change over time across many aspects in lesson activities. 

• Ensuring continuing to lift the teacher talk so that it is at the level of processing. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion with the teachers (as previously) 

• Continuing to strengthen understanding of processing while exploring the concept 
of developing independence, along with adjusting teaching as the child’s control 
changes. 

• Encouraging the teachers to explore how they can assist colleagues to teach 
more effectively for change. 

 
General 
• In depth discussion of the Emphasis (as previously). 

• Link to the guidesheet Reviewing progress: Change over time in teaching (and 
perhaps to Key understandings) and to the relevant sections in Literacy Lessons 
(2nd ed.). 

• Continue to devise ways to return to reading from the text around recent emphases. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Include discussion on an organisational issue. Ensure change is occurring. 

 
 

ENJOY developing the rest of the In-service sessions for the year. Independent 
Reading Recovery teachers will be the outcome. Well done thus far! 
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